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DC METRO VIRTUAL TOWN HALL CHAT TRANSCRIPT
12-May-20

NAME TEXT
Ruth Noack So nice that you are continuing and appreciate that I will re-meet online some people 

The Corner at Whitman-Walker  had started to reach out to before lockdown...

Third Space Network Look forward to reconnecting in the third space!
Sue Johnson Great idea - looking forward!
Susan Main Eager to continue the conversation!
Veronica Szalus Looking forward to May 12th!
Barry Alpert I remember considering the first installment and then accidentally missing it. Was it 

archived?
Cheryl Anne Colton looking forward to another wonderful virtual town hall.
Christina @ 3SN Yes, Barry. It's archived on the 3SN website: https://thirdspacenetwork.com/dc-metro-

virtual-town-hall/
Third Space Network Greetings everyone and welcome to the DC Metro Virtual Town Hall!
Third Space Network Please feel free to say hello when you enter.
Third Space Network You can click on People at the bottom of the screen to see who is here.
Third Space Network Actually, it's everyone who has registered.
Keyonna Peace Family
Marilyn Geldzahler Hello everyone! I'm Marilyn from WSG. My sister just put Aretha Franklin and 5 other 

divas singing "Natural Woman" on my Facebook timeline.  It was a great way to start the 
evening.  Hope your day has gone well.

wowsugi hi
Christina @ 3SN Hi everyone! Happy to be in this chat space with you all
Judy Benderson Hello.  Hope everyone is managing ok🎨
Victoria Reis Hi!  Here!
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Jamie Hello Everyone
wowsugi hi
Guillermo Almada Buenas tardes
wowsugi Is Tim Doud there?
Claire Huschle hello, all
Annie Farrar Hi! So great to see everyone!
Lily Siegel Hi all. Thanks for being here.
Tim Davis hello all
Tim Doud yes!!
Joanne Hi everyone
Victoria Reis Naoko!  Tim!! xoxox
wowsugi hi
Tim Doud Hi Victoria!!
wowsugi so what's now?
Tim Davis hello Naoka
wowsugi Hi Tim Davis
wowsugi There are two Tim D
wowsugi Davis and Doud
Kellie Goossens Hi everyone!
Christina @ 3SN For those tuning in- feel free to say hi and where you're typing from!
Tim Doud How many Naoko are there?
wowsugi only me i believe
wowsugi some people there is Nyaoko
Tim Davis hey Tim Doud, good to  see you hear
Guillermo Almada Hi.  Typing from home, Burke, VA
Robin Markowitz Robin from the Rockville Arts Festival - Good Afternoon All
Danielle Glosser Good evening - coming at you live from D.C.
Victoria Reis It's Victoria Reis typing from Asbury Park, NJ!!
Sue Johnson It's Sue Johnson here - Hello - glad to be in this!
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Claire Huschle HI Danielle!
Christina @ 3SN I'm from Long Branch!
Tim Doud Thank you Tim Davis....
Marilyn Geldzahler Should I be getting sound and visual?
Christina @ 3SN But in DC now :slightly_smiling_face:
Lia Seremetis Lia Seremetis from The Phillips Collection, working from home in Adams Morgan!

Jaynelle Hazard Hello! Good to see everyone!
Keyonna Hello DC Family!
Victoria Reis Christina no way - hey Jersey.  How yous doin'?
Claire Huschle I'm in Adams Morgan, too...
Christina @ 3SN How YOU doin :wink:
Lynden Cline Lynden Cline DC
Danielle Glosser Hey there, Claire!
Debbie Jardot Hi! It's Debbie Jardot MPA former staffer and former board member! Thanks for this.

Kamila Kokoszynska Hi Everyone!
GS Schwinn Welcome from Dupont Circle
Lauren B. Hi Keyonna❣ ️
Mary Higgins Hello Everyone!!
Tara Youngborg Hi all!
Jeff Hi!!
wowsugi :pizza:
wowsugi a slice of pizza for you all
Jackie Hoysted hello everyone from Bethesda!
Lawson Earl cool tunes
Nancy Sausser Hello! Happy to be here!
Guillermo Almada I thought they were supposed to be drinks...
Victoria Reis Naoko can't wait for a trip to Vic's and Karoke at Georgie's again!
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Kristine Aono Hi from Kristine Aono ,  Silver Spring
Third Space Network greetings all, we'll start in a couple of minutes.
Liz Ashe and & good evening ,everyone!
Judith Pratt Hi everyone and WSG!
Judy Benderson Judy Benderson from Friendship Heights
wowsugi oh yeah Victoria
Lynn Silverman Good evening everyone!
Asma Chaudhary Hello WSG Friends!! :heart_eyes:
June Linowitz Hi Tim Davis!
Lawson Earl Lawson Earl from Northern Virginia Community College Event Services.  Good to see 

everyone!
Joe cortina Joe Cortina on!
Dorothy Fall Hi everyone
elzbieta sikorska Hallo Everyone!
Joren A. Lindholm Greetings from DC, Mount Pleasant
Judith Pratt Hi Asma!
Begoña Morton Hello Everyone!
Vincent Good evening y'all. I'm Vincent :slightly_smiling_face:
Liz Ashe Joren, I am in Mt Pleasant, too!
Carol Levin Hello one and all!
Nancy Sausser Hello Joe Cortina!:smile:
Renee Sandell Hi All.  Renee Sandell from Bethesda. visualfitness4all.com
Christina @ 3SN Love the tunes
Jeff Jeff from Wheaton here
Lisa Mariam Hello from Fairfax!
Gail Rebhan Hi everyone from AU Park in DC
Asma Chaudhary Hi Judith!!
francoise yohalem HI! This is Francoise, from Mexico
Cory Oberndorfer Hello from Rockville!
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Joe Wetzel Joe the Wetzel says 'hi'
Claire Huschle Hi Lisa, i see you twice in one day!
Judy Benderson Hi Jackie and Renee and Gail and Francoise!
Renee Sandell Yay!
Keyonna wow, Mexico!
Nancy Sausser So nice to see so many wonderful folks!
Keyonna Near + Far!
Judy Benderson And hi to Catherine and Joe!
Phyllis Hecht Hi from  DC!
Laila Abdul-Hadi Jadallah Hi ArtTable friends and WSS friends too!
Lisa Mariam Hi Claire!  No homework required this time!
Jackie Hoysted Hi Judy & hello to June (we just talked)
Claire Huschle Hi Laila!
Guillermo Almada perfectly fine.  Loud and clear
Cory Oberndorfer HI Randall
Natalie Lorenz-Anderson yes
shelley lowenstein thanks for doing another town hall
Ila Forster Yes
Christina @ 3SN Yes
Kamila Kokoszynska Yes
Lauren B. Sounds great $
Keyonna Can hear you well
Jackie Hoysted yep
Gail Rebhan Good Audio!
Robin Markowitz yes
Jamie yup
Phyllis Hecht sounds good!
Victoria Reis yes Randall!  Thanks!
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Christina @ 3SN The Third Space Network is an artist-driven platform for creative dialogue & live 
performance: https://thirdspacenetwork.com/

Guillermo Almada I qA
Guillermo Almada I WAS
Cory Oberndorfer Return visitor
Gail Rebhan I was
Victoria Reis I was!
June Linowitz Hey Jackie!
Jeff Me
Laura Roulet yep
Jackie Hoysted I was
Annie Farrar Yes!
Lynn Silverman yes
Deb Bissen yes!
Judy Benderson Yes, I was there
Nancy Sausser YES!
Mary Higgins Yes!
Shanti Norris Yes happy to be back
Jackie Hoysted hi Laura Roulet!!!
shelley lowenstein yes ... at the first one
Judith Pratt here for the April Town Hall
Jeff April, did we already have Apri?
Lisa Mariam Thank you for gathering us together again.
Christina @ 3SN Co-Hosts:

Lily Siegel, Hamiltonian Artists/DC
Nancy Sausser, McLean Project for the Arts 
Susan Main & Frank McCauley, VisArts/Rockville

Lynden Cline s
Lynden Cline Susan -- Hello!!!
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Elizabeth Bracey Hey everyone!  Hope you had time to take in the sunshine!!!
Richard L Dana Hey All, Richard Dana here in exotic Bethesda
Jeff Just took a walk!
Danielle Glosser Great crew of co-hosts! Thank you!!!
Christina @ 3SN We encourage you all to participate in the conversation- share ideas, projects and links 

too!
Zoë Charlton Great co-hosts!
Liz Ashe hah , i meant to take a walk.  been too busy doing awesome curatory stuff.
Alex Mann Hi Annie!
Christina @ 3SN Screen Experience Roundtable:

Victoria Reis, Co-Founder, Executive & Artistic Director, Transformer 
Vesela Sretenović, Senior Curator of Modern and Contemporary Art, The Phillips 
Collection
Jaynelle Hazard, Executive Director & Curator, Greater Reston Arts Center (GRACE)

Victoria Reis NOW-ko
Christina @ 3SN Artist Experience Roundtable:

Naoko Wowsugi, Artist, Lecturer in the Department of Art, American University
Tim Davis, Artist/Owner & Director, International Visions
Annie Farrar, Artist/Board Chair, Washington Sculptors Group

Jason Horowitz Hi everyone it's Jason Horowitz!
Victoria Reis Naoko (NOW-ko). :slightly_smiling_face:
Judy Landau Happy to be here.
Jeff Oooh, Annie!! Hi.
Bridget Hi Annie!!
Annie Farrar Hello!!!
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Christina @ 3SN Community Experience Roundtable: 
Claire Huschle, Founder & Director of Scaffold, LLC
Keyonna Jones, Artist and Executive Director of Congress Heights Arts & Culture 
Center (CHACC)
Tim Doud, Artist, Co-Founder, Stable Arts

Helen Frederick Happy to join -Helen Frederick
Judith Pratt Hi Annie!
Rod Malin Hello DC - THE REINSTITUTE
Richard L Dana Richard L. Dana - The Planning Committee for this virtual town hall encourages 

attendees to ask questions about issues which concern them in regard the visual arts 
now and in the future.

Kanika Glad to be hearing this
Annie Farrar So great to see y'all!
Asma Chaudhary Go, Annie, go! :sunglasses:
Zoë Charlton Hi Gail!
Tim Doud Hi REINSTITUTE
Christina @ 3SN :wave:
linn hey people!
Citlali Hernández :wave:
Christina @ 3SN All links, resources, and input in this chat will be aggregated and published as an online 

document on the Third Space Network website as well as distributed to the attendees.

wowsugi :pizza: a slice of pizza for Christina
Lynn Silverman Hi Reinstitute!
annette polan Hi looking forward to this
Napoleon Jones-
Henderson

I was present at the first gathering.

Mary Early Hi all
Richard L Dana Hey Annette
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wowsugi Mary Early!
B Frank Glad to be here!  Great line-up.
Mary Early naoko!!
Liz Ashe hi Mary
Liz Hi all - Liz Vance here  in Arlington
Mary Early hi Liz :slightly_smiling_face:
Victoria Reis Mary!!!  Linn!!!! xoxoxo
Christina @ 3SN Follow the Third Space Network on Crowdcast: https://www.crowdcast.io/3sn

Suzanne Samuels Hello
Mary Early V! ok hi hi to everyone
wowsugi :pizza: a slice of pizza for AMry!
Christina @ 3SN You can vote for your favorite question in the Ask A Question pod - questions with the 

most votes will get prioritized at the top J
Kristine Aono Hi Richard Dana!
wowsugi I mean Mary
Jen Miller oops. already drinking!
Richard L Dana Hey Kristine!!
Alexa Hi! Alexa from WPA tuning in from Brookland.
Nancy Sausser Hi Kristine!
Richard L Dana Hey Kristine
Maria Elena Hello, one and all.
Lynden Cline Hi Kristine Aono and Richard Dana! Long time...
June Linowitz Hi Richard & Kristine
Nancy Sausser Hello June!
vesela hello all.  vesela here wiouth sound
June Linowitz Hi Nancy
Renee Sandell Hi June!
B Frank Barbara Frank here in Cathedral Heights
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Danielle Glosser Jaynelle! Victoria!
Marcie Wolf-Hubbard Hello, From Silver Spring-hope everyone is well
Judy Benderson Hi Barbara...
Victoria Reis Hey Danielle!
Liz Ashe hi Marcie!
Tim Davis Hi Helen
Jeff Hi Victoria!
B Frank Hi Judy Hi Tim
Victoria Reis Jeff Gates!?  Hey pal!
Jeff Are you in Ohio now?
Stephen Borko Hi joe & C. Crash here 
Judy Benderson My video froze.  Anybody else’s?
Nancy Sausser Jeff Gates is here?- Hey to you Jeff!
Lawson Earl Regarding the question about the opening music, the answer is Kitmir by Cesitli 

Sanatcilar
Christine Stunkard Hello
Lynden Cline I see that the art studios in Mt. Rainier are well represented!!!
Victoria Reis No Ohio - Asbury Park NJ & DC as soon as I can!
Catherine Day Hi Steve
Debbie Jardot hey nancy sausser
Richard L Dana Hey Linden, June and Nancy., Tim and Helen
Asma Chaudhary yipeee
Kristine Aono Hello Nancy saucer, June Linowitz, Lynden Cline!
Zoë Charlton Hey Helen Frederick!
Zoë Charlton Hi Victoria!
Cory Oberndorfer Hi Victoria!
Jen Miller Hey Victoria!
Jeff Yes, I'm here. Saw you  last time too, Nancy. I''ve seen you more during the pandemic 

than before. LOL
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Mary Early its a party. love you all
Nancy Sausser Hey Richard! Fancy meeting you here
Natalie Lorenz-Anderson Hi, Natalie Lorenz here - Arts of Great Falls Foundation Board member
Judith Pratt Hi Nancy!
Lynden Cline Victoria, love the ball tumbler in the background!!!
Rania Hassan Hi everyone!
Nancy Sausser HI Judith
Jackie Hoysted Art from the Heart people - please vote up my question for a project shoutout

Wendy M. Ross Hello everyone
Judith Pratt Hi  Mary!
Cameron Gray Hey Cory! Remember me from Robin & Giampaolo?
Lynden Cline Wendy Ross!!!HELLO
Jenny Walton Hi all!
Christina @ 3SN Victoria Reis is the Co-Founder, Executive & Artistic Director of Transformer, founded in 

2002 in Washington, DC. For decades, Reis has been providing vital opportunities for 
emerging artists to present their work, develop audiences, and establish networks for 
future support. Read more about her here: 
http://www.transformerdc.org/about/staff/reis

Cory Oberndorfer Yep, hello Cameron!
Richard L Dana Hey Wendy
Barbara Hawthorn Hi to all! Barbara Hawthorn
Richard L Dana Done Jackie
Daniel Brooking Hello everyone. Glad to be here.
Blair Murphy Hi everyone and thanks to the organizers for getting us together again!
Zoë Charlton Hi Jaynelle!
Cameron Gray Yes, thanks to the organizers!
Kanika Hi Helen, Marcie , Wendy Ross
Nancy Sausser Hi Barbara! Lovely to see you here
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Wendy M. Ross Hey Richard back!
Kanika Kanika Sircar from Washington DC
wowsugi If anyone want a slice of pizza let me know.
Renee Sandell Hi Nancy!
wowsugi :pizza:
Zoë Charlton I'd like a slice Naoko
wowsugi I have tons
Keyonna Welcome ladies!!
wowsugi OK
Claire Huschle me! Thanks, Naoko!
wowsugi :pizza:
wowsugi here Zoe its hot
Kirsty Little Hello Everyone - so lovely to be here and see you all. Kirsty
Claire Huschle :grinning:
Gabrielle Tillenburg Is vegan pizza available? :joy:
Nancy Sausser Hi Renee! :blush:
Zoë Charlton delish!!
Nancy Hirshbein Thank you to the organizers for putting this together.
Camilla David :tada:
Wendy M. Ross Lyndon, great to hear from you!!:grinning:
wowsugi Claire! Here! :pizza:
Lynden Cline Im vegetarian, any pizza without pepperoni?
wowsugi this is cherry tomato on top not salami
Camilla David Hello, all!
Christina @ 3SN Transformer goes digital with regularly scheduled programming:

http://www.transformerdc.org/news/item/news-transformer-goes-digital
Claire Huschle thanks!
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Christina @ 3SN Phone Call brings together poets and artists in immediate response to the shutdowns 
surrounding COVID-19 in an effort to connect people during a time of isolation:
http://www.transformerdc.org/programs/overview/phone-call

Lynden Cline OH -- nice save!
Nancy Sausser Hi Nancy H. Glad the Nancys are well represented.
Christina @ 3SN Exercises for Emerging Artists, peer critique and mentorship program: 

http://www.transformerdc.org/programs/exercises
Christina @ 3SN Yes
Lynden Cline I mean, nice save on the vegetarian pizza...
Zoë Charlton congrats, Jaynelle!Welcome!!
Lynden Cline Theres someone talking in the background...is that the 3rd speaker???
Zoë Charlton There's an echo
Christina @ 3SN Current online exhibition: The Velocity of a Page pulls together books, zines, 

publications, and book-ish objects by contemporary artists and publishers from across 
the United States.
https://restonarts.org/exhibition/the-velocity-of-a-page/

wowsugi yeah Jaynelle!
Victoria Reis Thanks Christina!  Also Phone Call conceived of by artist Ginevra Shay!
Natalie Lorenz-Anderson there is still an echo
Christina @ 3SN Insta: @restonarts
Zoë Charlton It's a delayed echo of what's being said...Hey Randall, can that be corrected?

Victoria Reis transformerdc.org
Lauren B. Much better!
Zoë Charlton echo is gone
Lynden Cline Echo FIXED ! thanks
Victoria Reis Zoe!!!
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Christina @ 3SN Explore More at Home offers at-home projects inspired by their current exhibition on 
view in their Main Gallery: https://restonarts.org/education/explore-more-home-edition/

Christina @ 3SN Hi, yes!
Lia Seremetis yayyyy vesela
Barbara Hawthorn Hello and welcome Vesela!
Judy Benderson Does she have tape over her camera?
Christina @ 3SN Vesela Sretenović is the Senior Curator of Modern and Contemporary Art at The Phillips 

Collection. She has initiated a series of ongoing art projects called Intersections, 
inviting contemporary artists to engage with the museum permanent collection and 
architecture to create new works.

Susan Amber Gordon Intersections is fantastic!
wowsugi WHoo Hooo! Here are art SHeroes!
Anne Marchand Hello Vesela!
Nancy Sausser Welcome Vesela!
Zoë Charlton Yay, Victoria!!
Christina @ 3SN You sound great
Zoë Charlton Hi Vesela!
E.N. Rader Hi Vesela!!!
Cameron Gray Yeah, I can see the lighting change - looks like something's might be blocking Vesela's 

camera
Zoë Charlton she might have it covered (Vesela's camera)
Christina @ 3SN Their “Experiment Station” blog offers behind-the-scenes info, such as their recent 

partnership with STABLE arts: http://blog.phillipscollection.org/
Zoë Charlton S/O to STABLE!
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Christina @ 3SN The Phillips has a YouTube channel 
(https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCJTNoT0JyPFQowhWd9gO4hg )
That features gallery tours such as an exhibition tour of Riffs and Relations: 
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLVAfcWzEA6yxjgds6Uhu1sdV8yu8R9Fst

Judy Benderson  That’s what mine looks like if I forget to take off the tape.
Lia Seremetis More about Intersections: https://www.phillipscollection.org/multimedia-

genre/intersections
Gail Rebhan Safari works for me
Christina @ 3SN Online events such as Virtual Teacher Meet-ups, Guided Meditations, Workshops, and 

Family Activities: https://www.phillipscollection.org/events?type=all

Jeff Randall, does Vesela have tape over her camera?
Christina @ 3SN Thanks Lia
Third Space Network it's a conceptual artwork
Christina @ 3SN Haha
Jaynelle Hazard Hi Zoe! Hi Laila!
Jaynelle Hazard Hi friends!
Zoë Charlton lol
Lia Seremetis YAY!
Zoë Charlton We see ya!
Lauren B. Vesela!!
Zoë Charlton yay!!
linn yippee!
Keyonna Cute glasses Vesela!
Jen Miller so fantastic
Tim Davis hi Vesela good to see you
David Carlson I'm a ZOOMBIE
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Anne Stine Joining. Anne Stine artist from Purcellville Va. 
Keyonna Ha @ "Zoombie"
Christina @ 3SN Transformer’s Instagram: @transformerdc

https://www.instagram.com/transformerdc/
wowsugi :pizza: Here a slice of pizza for ZOOMBIE!
David Carlson thank you, yum
Cameron Gray I love Zoom. I've been trying to onboard clients to it for forever, and it's especially 

helpful for screen sharing & showing how to do technical things. It'll catch on!

Jeff Just bought stock in Zoom
Cameron Gray We bought Zoom stock too!
Nancy Hirshbein On the plus side, everything being online means that I can "attend" events across the 

US and the world.
Judy Benderson I screen mirror Zoom to my television.
Cameron Gray So true, Nancy. I love that all these in-person things I couldn't attend are now accessible

Zoë Charlton so true Nancy!  I been checking out so much work!
Jeff How do u screen mirror Zoom to TV?
Cameron Gray Jeff, try an HDMI cord
E.N. Rader I second Nancy, I've had to add a time zone chart to my desk to keep track of them all.

Jeff Thx
Victoria Reis Sorry Randall I was getting there - Transformer's digital programming we launched on 

March 23: Transformer Goes Digital - using social platforms for programming every 
Mon - Friday

Cameron Gray Needs to be a Smart TV though
Zoë Charlton lol, me too, my calendar is packed with Zoom cconversations
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Christina @ 3SN While Transformer’s physical space is currently closed to the public, Transformer will be 
presenting a weekly series of interview videos created by its current artists on view:
http://www.transformerdc.org/exhibitions/overview/exhibition-which-yesterday-is-
tomorrow

Elizabeth Bracey It's tough to concentrate sometimes on the virtual learning...some people do well others 
no so much!  I am more of an experiential learner so I am missing the tactile experiences

Danielle Glosser Nice analogy!
David Carlson I finished teaching 1/2 of the semester at MU.  Translated everything from room into 

zoom. It worked great for one class, the other was so so.
Lucinda Marshall Lucinda Marshall with the DiVerse Gaithersburg Poetry Reading Series here--we have 

done several reading events on Zoom, and it is really hard to present/read poetry that 
way, but it at least gives us a chance to connect.  That has gotten us through the 
spring, not sure what we'll do in the fall (we don't usually do summer programming so 
off the hook for that).

shelley lowenstein when it works, it can be great ... visiting exhibits all over the world, going to lectures ... 
but then there are those times when it is a lousy technology in its infancy ... delays, 
freezing, echoes, and more

Christina @ 3SN Google Arts and Culture also features works in the Phillips Collection: 
https://artsandculture.google.com/partner/the-phillips-collection?hl=en

Judy Benderson Need a Firestick or Roku or smartTv.  Go to AirPlay receiver.  On iPhone go to settings 
and look for screen mirroring and your device, and click.  Should work.  Bigger picture 
%

Lucinda Marshall I would like to invite you all to our program on May 17th which is a discussion about 
writing poetry during the pandemic, please email diversepoetry@mail.com for log on 
info.  Here is the program info, https://diversepoetry.com/2020/04/28/special-program-
how-the-pandemic-influences-our-work-as-poets-may-17th/
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Jackie Hoysted allows for unique partnerships not possible before (artists talks, studio visits) but lousy 
for experiencing art

Zoë Charlton the benefits of this virtual art life!  definitely will, Vesela, I can see the value of both

Judy Benderson Good for Zoom drawing sessions with models.
Jaynelle Hazard the post-covid art world will be physically local but virtually global
Richard L Dana Great idea, Victoria
Guillermo Almada Opportunities:  virtual space allows people who would otherwise not be able to 

physically or temporarily attend/participate to commune in the arts.
Jamie I would be interested in a zoom figure drawing , i want to get back to that.
Nancy Sausser So true Jaynelle.
candrisse.com what supports are there for artistic youth?
Nancy Sausser Common Field was great. And it was free. I was able to attend, but wouldn't have been 

able to go to Texas.
Keyonna Yeah Zoom Figure Drawing - thats dope.
Cory Oberndorfer I agree that art will continue to exist in two worlds and some work cannot transcend 

those limitations.
Jenny Walton Thanks for your comments all!
Zoë Charlton thank you, Victoria!  We have you and other art spaces look towards!  Transformer is 

awesome!!
Rebecca Finelli @Jamie check out the dcartmodelcollective. they are doing just that!
Richard L Dana Thanks Ladies
Nancy Sausser Thanks!
Christina @ 3SN Don’t forget ask questions in the Ask A Question pod. Otherwise your questions in the 

chat may not get noticed by our speakers.
Sue Johnson Thank you to you three!
Renee Sandell Grea food for thought!
Jamie @Rebecca F Thank you !
Keyonna Hey Ladies!
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Helen Frederick Love the discussion- thanks Vesela!
Helen Frederick Creating webinars

Please join me for this one:

Webinar II
Virtual Environmental Situation Room
The future of Artistic Materials in India and World-Wide
Moderated by Helen Frederick
Monday May 18   6:30-7:30pm

Jackie Hoysted slightly different - I curate for an organization called Solas Nua. We are developing a 
play over zoom and will be played over zoom. Richard Marks from WaPO is sitting in on 
a lot of the sessions and will write about it.

Rebecca Finelli @Jamie you are welcome! I have been really enjoying their sessions
Nancy Sausser Hello Helen!
藤田 Fujita千彩 Chisai G
Danielle Glosser Go Annie!
Christina @ 3SN Naoko Wowsugi: www.wowsugi.com
Jeff Yay SAAM!
Zoë Charlton Hey there Naoko!
藤田 Fujita千彩 Chisai Hi, Naoko
Judith Pratt Hurrah Annie!
Zoë Charlton thanks for sharing Pizza!
Kamila Kokoszynska Hi Naoko!
藤田 Fujita千彩 Chisai はじめまして、日本から見てます

Christina @ 3SN Annie Farrar
Annie Farrar is the Chairperson of the Washington Sculptors Group, an internationally 
exhibited artist and residency fellow, and registrar for outgoing loans at the 
Smithsonian American Art Museum.

linn Hi Naoko!
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Christina @ 3SN http://washingtonsculptors.org/
Keyonna Hey Tim!
wowsugi こんにちは

Victoria Reis Thanks Zoe C! xo
wowsugi hi Linn!
Jamie I miss clay !
Danielle Glosser Triple threat!!!
Jennifer Lee H Annie!
Richard L Dana Hey Tim = Good to actually see you
Jackie Hoysted echo again
Mary Early Thank you Annie for representing Washington Sculptors Group! 

www.washingtonsculptors.org
Gail Rebhan There is an echo
Zoë Charlton linn, linn ((hugs))
Christina @ 3SN Tim Davis

Originally from Chicago, Tim Davis has been in the Washington DC area working as an 
artist, curator, educator and gallery owner for the past 22 years. International Visions 
Gallery and consultants has continued with assisting artists, collectors, and institutions 
with cross cultural exchange and diverse collections.

David Carlson that's virtually
Zoë Charlton there's an echo in Tim's audio
linn Hey Zoë!
Jeff Tim, move your camera down
francoise yohalem Hi Tim!  This is Francoise, from Mexico!
Liz Ashe that would probably help
Christina @ 3SN Tim's site: http://www.timdavisart.com/index.html
Richard L Dana Hola Francois!
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Asma Chaudhary Woohoo, thanks, Annie! Connect with us at WSG on Instagram: @washingtonsculptors 
and Twitter: @dcsculptors

Nancy Sausser Hi Francoise!
June Linowitz Ola Francoise
Victoria Reis Naoko is also going to be participating in Transformer's upcoming Sister Cities project 

" Mapping the Future World" connecting DC based artists with artists base din Seoul, 
Korea for cultural exchange and shared art making. Stay tuned at: transformerdc.org

wowsugi Oh yeah
wowsugi Go Transformer!
B Frank Hello Francoise
Danielle Glosser Artwork Archive has a great blog post about how to do a virtual exhibition
Keyonna We have to find a soft space for ourselves as artists. We want to create but we also have 

to have time to grief. It's been a serious shift.
Keyonna *grieve
paula The Naoko Fan Club is present
Claire Huschle so true Keyonna.
Christina @ 3SN Agree, Keyonna
Keyonna I miss simply walking around art stores!
Kamila Kokoszynska Can't agree more Keyonna.
Jamie I agree @Keyonna
Mïa Vollkommer Hello - If you're a visual artist who also teaches I'd love to chat with you about potential 

teaching opportunities with the Smithsonian Associates Studio Arts Program:  Mïa 
Vollkommer, VollkommerM@si.edu,

wowsugi Aw
Keyonna As an artist and a mom... its A LOT
Christina @ 3SN Thanks for sharing, Mia
Keyonna Coming from Full time artistry to full time homeschooling - WHAT IN THE WHAT?!
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Christina @ 3SN Call for Entry for its outdoor sculpture exhibition, Artina 2020 LIGHT: A Sculptural 
Solar Dance, at the Sandy Spring Museum, deadline May 25th: 
http://washingtonsculptors.org/call-for-entry-artina-2020-light-a-sculptural-solar-
dance/

Jamie I miss the art store experience , its one of my ways of cultivating inspiration
Rich Collins thanks for the shout out for Sandy Spring Museum this summer
Jeff When you make art about the pandemic, it keeps you engaged and busy.
Keyonna And so many rollercoaster feelings - feeling decent Tuesday and having a plan for 

Thursday, then Thursday comes and it's like .. "not today"
Christina @ 3SN If you’re a member of WSG, don’t forget to update your member gallery. Curators and 

collectors are actively looking at it: http://washingtonsculptors.org/member-
gallery/view-gallery/

Asma Chaudhary Zoom HH tomorrow night with the Washington Sculptors Group (WSG)! Wednesday, 
May 13th @  7 PM. See you there: https://us02web.zoom.us/meeting/register/tZMpc-
yvpjIpEtK2pKXXOAEXEvYdUzbW4tdH

Jeff Keyonna, you never know when it's Tuesday.
shelley lowenstein how do we find out about artist studio visits?
Keyonna I've struggled to connect to the pandemic as a art topic honestly. I think i made two 

pieces that include face masks lol
Keyonna Right -- what does Tuesday even mean?!
Zoë Charlton this is an interesting question: you have three very different perspectives and 

trajectories on this panel.
Claire Huschle nyfa.org and creativecapital.org are great resources
Elizabeth Bracey We have been working so hard to keep our audiences connected with the visual and 

performing arts.  It's been alot of  work, but I see how our efforts are working.

Judith Pratt Yes, Annie. Good overview of WSG's efforts to help local artists.
candrisse.com Is there a centralized location for the resources shared tonight?
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Keyonna I think artist should definitely consider medium switches too - everything just doesn't 
translate the same in the third space.

Cameron Gray I think it'll take about a year or two for many artists to get their revenue streams back as 
they take time to acclimate online and  build their digital brand

Zoë Charlton also, this question is a challenging one for artists that work in ways where a physical 
object/'product' is made

Danielle Glosser Totally agree with Tim!
Claire Huschle also: DC artists--SCCAH emergency grants open until Friday.
Christina @ 3SN Thanks for those links, Claire
Victoria Reis Transformer is posting new resources for artists on our website every Friday:

Victoria Reis http://www.transformerdc.org/page/resources
Keyonna Yes @ Claire - planning to go for that one
Keyonna Humanities DC has some relief funds as well.
Jeff When having an online exhibition, "place" is still important. Having it on a large network 

or a place with a large following is still important.
Jen Miller Yes. Difficult to create when you  are caring for others, applying for grants and trying to 

make ends meet
Keyonna Yes Jen. Yes!
Kamila Kokoszynska On one hand solitude in my studio is crucial to create more work, but then too much of 

it and lack of 3D,  real life experience slows down my process.
Keyonna I'm tired - everyday.
Jason Horowitz We are not waiting for the art market...we are banding together and acting!!  DMV Covid-

19 social distance Art Sale -- Support Your Local Artists! 
https://www.facebook.com/groups/218175095938069/  We have more than 1800 
members and have a number of sales. In addition we have a series of curators, gallerists, 
etc picking their top ten from the group. Thanks, Jason Horowitz
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Christina @ 3SN We mentioned these in the last town hall, but it doesn’t hurt to post again!
Artist Relief: https://www.artistrelief.org/
SBA Small business administration: https://www.sba.gov/funding-programs/disaster-
assistance
DC commission on the arts and Humanities: www.dcarts.dc.gov

Jeff I get tired after lunch. Sleepy
Keyonna Home studios change the game, too.
Zoë Charlton hey Keyonna, it's a good time to for artists to try a new medium, right?
Keyonna Yes!
Nancy Sausser Thanks for organizing this Jason. It's wonderful to watch it grow.
Keyonna Ironically tho -- i wanna leave digital now.
Keyonna Thats exciting for me.
Elizabeth Bracey Jason, I shared this with our artists list after the April Town Hall
Zoë Charlton also, some artists aren't concerned with the commercial art world...
Jeff Keyonna, do you have a website?
Jackie Hoysted Art from the Heart Project – by ARTWATCHDC.com

ART FOR HEALTH CARE WORKERS
A thankyou you from DMV artists of 4x6” ORIGINAL art to these heroes
Info at www.artwatchdc.com/call-for-art or contact JackieHoysted@aol.com

Community art project – all volunteer organization.

Keyonna A lot of my work has been digital work -- I'm tired of the screen now so I'm back with 
my hands

Keyonna www.kayemjay6.com
Victoria Reis And everyone should apply for the NEA CARES $$$ that the DC Commission has 

available - deadline is this Friday May 15!!https://dcarts.dc.gov/service/grants

Jeff Thx
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Zoë Charlton so true, Naoko.
Claire Huschle i think keeping an idea and photo journal is helping me capture ideas to process later. 

no pressure to write right now....
Keyonna My art gallery is chacc.org -- I've been so stuck as an artist that I haven't even been able 

to move the nonprofit -- its heartbreaking really.
Richard L Dana Candrisse - Yes, all attendeees will receive documentation of this event
Jamie I agree with you @Kamila I have trying to advantage of eaach sunny day and explore my 

outdoor surroundings
Kanika www.waverlystreetgallery.com
Vincent as a photographer and educator, this is incredibly refreshing and engaging. thank you 

everyone.
Zoë Charlton I like that Naoko's work really challenges this question about format/form and 

commodity
wowsugi Thanks Zoe
Jenny Walton Zoe, I agree
Jeff Annie, I told you so. LOL
Keyonna I used to be so techy - I barely look at my phone anymore. Such a shift
Victoria Reis Thanks Zoe!  Luddites of the World - welcome to CrowdCast and the Third Space

Kamila Kokoszynska @ Jamie I  try that as well, take  a camera with me take some landscape shots. I also 
went out to paint plein aires  few times. Painting in mask is a quite new experience for 
me :smile:

Jeff Annie's work is amazing.
Jason Horowitz Thanks Elizabeth Bracey!
Kanika www.waverlystreetgallery.com looking to move to a virtual gallery. My May show  

postponed.  All artists need to be seen by any means possible
Zoë Charlton yeah, Jenny, it's kinda on the fringes of the convo we had a few weeks ago, too.  the 

space to explore/experiment is the foundation of lots of what Naoko does or offers 
audience
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Nancy Sausser Good point Claire. Ive been doing the same thing. Idea gathering. Small things. Not 
starting or committing to big projects right now.

Zoë Charlton lol, Victoria!
Jamie @Kamila I have definitely gotten back to photography through all of this. Sounds fun to 

paint outside I am going to test it out
Claire Huschle i'm thinking of it as a sowing time, not a reaping time, Nancy
Jenny Wu Hi Annie! Hi Naoko!
Maremi Andreozzi Hi Annie
Jackie Hoysted @Claire Huschle I 'm in the same mode
Elizabeth Bracey Claire H -- that is such a powerful statement
wowsugi Here a slice of pizza for Jenny the Wu:pizza:
Nancy Sausser Yes! And when you think of it that way, it begins to feel fruitful.
Claire Huschle @jackie. takes the pressure off...
Jenny Walton :+1:  zoe
Zoë Charlton so great to see Tim D!!
Jeff I would like to hear curators answer that question too.
Claire Huschle @nancy exactly
Henry Sienkiewicz, 
President, Arts Club of 
Washington

@Annie - I will reach out, the Arts Club of Washington will be doing a call for entry for 
outdoor sculptor for our garden space.

Lynden Cline One thing I've found is that some "calls for entry" for electronic exhibits...some have 
very low potential for "views" but still charge an entry fee

Zoë Charlton \
Jenny Wu hi Zoe!
Jeff I'm leery of exhibitions with an entrance fee. I just saw an entry fee for a grant!

Zoë Charlton o9 nHey Jenny!
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Keyonna I always fight that notion - that we have this responsibility to talk about issues through 
our art. art activism - I feel like it definitely happens, its important it does, but a 
responsibility to do so, i don't believe.  We have a responsibility to create. emphasize on 
period.

Cameron Gray I'm creating pandemic work! It involves alot of overlays to represent all of these 
overlayed emotions

Nancy Sausser It's similar for me for both curating and art making.
Victoria Reis Oh - it was Annie who is a siter Luddite!  Is anyone hearing the same insane double 

echo of Randall's voice that I am?
Jeff Yes, I am creating work that comments on the pandemic. chamomileteaparty.com

Cameron Gray I was thinking about doing an digital exhibition for pandemic art
Zoë Charlton Keyonna [.]
June Linowitz I'm responding to the pandemic in my work.
Madeleine Sargent I think it is very hard to make non-cliche photographic works about the virus.

Keyonna I created a two pieces that included face masks with a reminder to breathe - thats about 
it

Kanika Definitely making work that is a response to the pandemic. @kanikasircar
Jeff June, do you have a website?
Jackie Hoysted Ar from the Heart by Artwatch is a response to the pandemic
Maremi Andreozzi As an artist and a mother, the disparity of home roles has become so apparent.

Lynden Cline A show highlighting work that shows the "heros"
Jamie I have been responding by painting more often than I had been lately
June Linowitz I do.  That work isn't on it but it's www.JuneLinowitz.com
Keyonna "Cliche" - yes that was the word i was looking for. "Corny" was rude. Thanks for that.

Glenn Marcus Resilience!
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Nancy Sausser Yes -sort of but a little bit of a larger concept. MPA will be announcing an open call 
soon for an exhibit called SHIFT.

Victoria Reis Jeff - I firmly believe artists should NEVER be charged a fee to show their work or apply 
for opportunities.

Vincent as a photographer (vincenthunter.com) i found beauty in the everyday moment before, 
but this has really changed my approach.  I've kept  photographing, but it's been mainly 
for ongoing personal series or to document the times.

Liz Ashe I;m curating an exhibit that was supposed to open last month. i'm getting a VR gallery 
space built for it

David Carlson Being an artist for a long time, I have seen good times and bad. Selling, not selling, etc. 
But there is always make. I don't wait for this or that. Being creative is the important 
focus. I can't control outcomes, but when it happens I am ready.

Keyonna Yes David. Just create!
Helen Frederick Yes, living in the Silver Spring hotspot, I am creating works about the virus including 

working with Tim for Resilience. Thanks Tim!
Jeff Agreed, Victoria. But, a fee to apply for an award??
Laura Roulet I'm organizing an exhibit for Brentwood Arts Exchange titled "Mothering in an Upside 

Down World" with three women artists who are also mothers. Hopefully opening in 
September.

Catherine Day Yes, to making work about life during the pandemic
Renee Sandell The WCADC chapter is doing a show Alone/Together.  Today, at 4 PM, I was on a Zoom 

with Liza Lou (in LA) and she shared her collaborative project www.alonetogether.com  
involving making blankets for comfort.

Cameron Gray Love that, Laura!
Liz Matthews My work addresses family conflict and people who are missing and this addresses the 

challenge we are facing now. elizabethmatthewsart.com
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Judith Pratt Disruption and resilience have always been a subject in the arts. Ironically, it moves the 
arts forward.

Madeleine Sargent I hope that we can embrace an almost avant-garde approach to the environment of 
today. I do think that is exceptionally hard to create work that directly/literally expresses 
the current environment without relying on cliché themes and narratives.

Zoë Charlton Artists are responding in various levels of urgency regarding the pandemic.  This 
particular time will seep into work, if not visually, in tone and tenor of the work.  
conversations/work about separations, disparities, hierarchy, care, solitude, loneliness 
will emerge

Kamila Kokoszynska @Jamie It feels very refreshing. I think that the connection via in-person interaction is 
such a big part of experiencing art, it is hard to replace. On another hand, I think art has 
power to heal, inspire  and lift up, which is so needed during this pandemic time.

Cory Oberndorfer Great way of putting it, Judith
Lynden Cline Judith -- thank you for pointing that out... it gives hope
Danielle Glosser I've had two companies contact me about doing exhibitions to help artists #staytuned

Asma Chaudhary Yes, well said, Judith!
Jen Miller laura roulet that sounds really interesting
Jeff Madeleine, you might be pleasantly surprised.
Jackie Hoysted I think the pandemic is only part of the Anthropocene and where we are going. Many 

artists had already moved too that.
Zoë Charlton great idea, Laura R
Madeleine Sargent Jeff-- I hope so!
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Elizabeth Bracey We are not planning a specific exhibit, but we ARE adjusting the way that we approach 
exhibits now.  We are always going to have an online presence for our shows from now 
on, as we have reached SOOOO many more people than we do in  person and we have 
sold so many more works as well.  We did a virtual tour of the exhibit that is currently 
hanging and it was one of our MOST VIEWED posts on Facebook.  I am like "Why 
wasn't I doing this all along!!!"

annette polan I'm working on a Covid Mandala: Meditations on an Emergeny. It's a 7'  mixed media  
mandala that changes daily as I add photos from the day's news. Each day is 
documented to make an animated film about the tie we are living in

Jeff Danielle, do you have a link to your site?
Keyonna Let me know Danielle!!
Shanti Norris Im curating this exhibition for Brentwood in the fall for PG County Artists.  Symbiotic 

Presence 
Throughout time, artists have shown the strength and willpower to bring people 
together and help heal fractured communities, especially during times of crisis. This 
year’s juried exhibition, Symbiotic Presence, provides an opportunity for PG county 
artists to explore these mutually beneficial and supportive relationships and to tell their 
stories.

Judy Landau Laura Roulet...always full of good ideas.
Christina @ 3SN Thank you everyone for sharing your projects and thoughts!! keep 'em comin

Ira Tattelman There are calls for art on Instagram, directly about the pandemic or thematically related.

Keyonna Thank you family!
Keyonna that was great.
Asma Chaudhary Yes! So great to have forums like this to meet fellow artists!
Lauren B. Thank you !!
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Lynden Cline Will we have access to these notes????
candrisse.com @Keyonna I want to work with you & Kayla
Zoë Charlton The Third Space is active tonight!!
Christina @ 3SN Lynden-- YES
Jamie @Kamila I totally agree. The in person experience is incomparable and art is meant to 

inspire.
Mary Higgins Thank you !!
Jeff Ira, how can I find that on Instagram?
Laura Roulet Love you, Judy!!
Josefa Vaughan ArtSeed Exhibition: "Only Zombies Race to Mass Extinction!" Remote Planning: 

Saturdays, 1-3pm, Opening Reception: 5–7 p.m. Thursday, September 3, and 
Closing Reception, 3–5 p.m., Saturday, October 3, 2020 (Exhibition Receptions will 
have Remote Components) 
China Brotsky and Seed Galleries, Tides Converge, 1007 General Kennedy Ave., 
Presidio, SF.  Call Josefa: 415-656-9849

Christina @ 3SN I will publish it on the 3SN website- and you will get an email
Christina @ 3SN Community Experience: Claire Huschle, Keyonna Jones, and Tim Doud
Judith Pratt Thanks for representing WSG, Annie!
Richard L Dana Yes, I'm creating work for Tim's  Resilience exhibition, but my work will indirectly 

comment on the pandemic.  I agree with Keyonna that art is much more than just 
foraddressing social or political issues

Mary Early claire you look VERRY fuzzy
Renee Sandell see www.aparttogether.com  Liza Lou's collaboration on blanket making and comfort

Zoë Charlton Keyonna!
Zoë Charlton Claire!!
Danielle Glosser Another great group! DC got talent!!!
Zoë Charlton Tim!
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Lauren B. Hey Keyonna!!
Christina @ 3SN Keyonna Jones is the founder of Congress Heights Arts and Culture Center (CHACC) 

home of #soufsidecreative located on MLK Ave, SE, with a mission to expose, educate 
and inspire her East of the River community through art and culture.
https://www.chacc.org/

wowsugi TIM DOUD!!!!!!!!
Keyonna I'm going to try and focus. the chat is so fun!
Cynthia Connolly @JackieHoysted: I sent you some postcards!
linn hey Tim!
wowsugi HERE ARE ALL PIZZA FOR YOU! :pizza: :pizza: :pizza: :pizza: :pizza: :pizza: :pizza: 

:pizza: :pizza: :pizza: :pizza: :pizza: :pizza: :pizza: :pizza: :pizza:
Zoë Charlton tethered to this dude (me and linn, lol)
Cory Oberndorfer These are all great groups tonight!
Tim Davis HI Keyonna!
Christina @ 3SN Tim Doud is an artist, co-founder of STABLE, co-founder of 'sindkit and professor at 

American University.   Tim’s artist site: https://www.timdoud.net

Asma Chaudhary Hi Keyonna, Tim, and Claire!
Nancy Hirshbein He's a good guy to be tethered to, linn and Zoe.
wowsugi TIM EAT :pizza:
Lisa Mariam Go Claire!
Tim Davis Hello all the great to see and here the comments
Jackie Hoysted Thank you Cynthia!! as of today over 350+ artworks. So generous community!!!

Christina @ 3SN Claire Huschle is the founder and director of Scaffold, LLC, a project support firm for 
artists and arts organizations. Her work with individual artists includes identifying 
funding and residency opportunities, grant writing, and budgeting and business 
support.
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Glenn Marcus three great smiles!
Victoria Reis Jeff - artist should never be charged - to have their work shown, opportunities, or 

awards.
Maria Fenton I made a short film from the perspective of an artist mother responding to her artist 

daughter’s experience of COVID-19. https://youtu.be/B0nqPG3VV_U

Christina @ 3SN Scaffold’s mission is to help professional artists build long-term, sustainable careers: 
https://scaffoldartsupport.com/

Veronica Szalus The Athenaeum has an online exhibit - Doodles of These Times, with doodles and 
sketches that reference the pandemic.

wowsugi AW VICTORIA!!!!!!
Tim Davis Hi Claire
Maria Fenton It’s nice to be a part
Maria Fenton of this type of conversation. Thank you for bringing it to my attention,
Jeff Veronica, doesn't have an entrance fee?
David Carlson Hey Tim, sounded good tonight, thanks
Christina @ 3SN My fave professor Ms Claire!!
Third Space Network Please place your questions in the question pod
Annie Farrar Thank you everyone! Thank you, Judith! Thank you, Jeff! Thank you, Asma!
Ira Tattelman jeff, I don’t have a specific way to find them. Educators I know are posting links. A self-

shadow show, a color show . . .
Victoria Reis Hey Naoko! So stoked for you to be participating in Transformer's Sister Cities 

"Mapping the Future World"!  Will be really exciting to see how you and the other DC 
based artists and the Seoul, Korea based artists engage, different take on community, 
how you all are navigating the world now with your work, and how you envisions the 
'future world'!!

Darlene M. Watkins Absolutely Claire!  New opportunities
Veronica Szalus no entrence fee for Doodles of These Times - info is on nvfaa.org
Renee Sandell Great outreach for creative expression, Veronica!
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Jeff Thanks, Ira. Perhaps search on #pandemic?
Christina @ 3SN Stable provides affordable and sustainable studio space, and collaborates with local, 

national, and international partners to provide programming and exhibition 
opportunities: https://www.stablearts.org

wowsugi Yeah Vitoria!
Alexa Yay Nathalie!
Veronica Szalus Thank you Renee!
Zoë Charlton https://www.notyetfuturafree.org
Annie Farrar Thank you, Danielle and Mary!
Jamie Stable sounds amazing
Jenny Walton Thanks for addressign this Tim!
Zoë Charlton woot, Nathalie
Gail Rebhan Order yard signs made by artists https://www.zazzle.com/store/blueskygallery

Helen Frederick Submit work to:
Madeleine Sargent PIFF is such a great initiative!
Christina @ 3SN Pay it Forward Fund (PIFF) is a virtual auction by STABLE artists for STABLE artists. 

The money raised by the sale of the artwork will be deposited into a granting fund, 
established to assist STABLE artists through this difficult economic period: 
(https://www.stablearts.org/piff)

Zoë Charlton http://the-reinstitute.org/baltimore-artist-run
Christina @ 3SN Follow STABLE on Instagram to get updates about PIFF: @stablearts
Tim Davis The Resilience project - will feature 23 artist that will be on online - its is an artist 

collaboration  it will open June 3 2020 intvisionsarts.com
wowsugi Yeah TIm
Zoë Charlton so good!!
Christina @ 3SN You killed it in the chat
Helen Frederick Submit work to the ENVIRONMENTAL SITUATION ROOM you can find on Facebook
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wowsugi Go Keyonna!
Tim Davis this is so great .. great topics!!
Cameron Gray YESSS KEYONNA to the transparency
Victoria Reis Keyonna is that a Maps Glover piece behind you?
Zoë Charlton it' looks like it, huh?
Christina @ 3SN Congress Heights Arts and Culture Center (CHACC) https://www.chacc.org/

Vincent so many transformative moments there
Vincent and, no, she did that piece
Jaynelle Hazard Zoe and Tim! Guest Curators of the "Excellent Thought About a Quality Idea" exhibit 

coming  this November at Greater Reston Arts Center! 
https://restonarts.org/exhibition/mary-b-howard-invitational-an-excellent-thought-
about-a-quality-idea/

Christina @ 3SN Insta: @chacc_dc & @kayemjay6
Rose <3 Keyonna
Asma Chaudhary :wave:  I love that, we are a VIBE
Jen Miller Keyonna - appreciate what you're saying.
Helen Frederick Good for you Keyonna!
Elizabeth Bracey I feel your feels, Keyonna!  Hang in there
Victoria Reis @transformerdc is launching 'Artists Sustaining Artists' on June 1 - sustained artists 

donating work with proceeds going to emerging artists via Transformer for micro-
grants.

Lauren B. Appreciate the transparency Keyonna. So real.
Zoë Charlton mindfulness, yes!
Zoë Charlton thank you, Keyonna!
Vincent yes.
Tim Davis Great, it is a healing time
Jenny Walton That is a great idea Victoria!
Kamila Kokoszynska So true.
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maps peace peace
Christina @ 3SN Keyonna’s Soufside Creative/artist site: https://www.kayemjay6.com/
Keyonna Preciate you family! I'm shaking! so much energy
Zoë Charlton that's right, thank you for acknowledging and voicing this Keyonna
Zoë Charlton :clap::skin-tone-5::clap::skin-tone-5::clap::skin-tone-5:
Jackie Hoysted can't imagine what it is like to be a mum, cook, artist etc etc etc and stay sane.

Christina @ 3SN :pray:
Zoë Charlton thanks, Jaynelle :slightly_smiling_face:
Asma Chaudhary so refreshing to not rush in
Alexa YES
Asma Chaudhary YES
Zoë Charlton speak it
Victoria Reis Jenny - @transformerdc also launching Collector's View 2020 Reimagined Online on 

June 1 to support artists in our FlatFile program. :slightly_smiling_face:

Keyonna I literally have to remind myself to breathe! geez
Jenny Walton That's awesome!  Can't wait to hear more!
Tim Davis Good point social interaction is a need
Renee Sandell role of 21st century art is building community through shared vision.
candrisse.com I think open zoom meetings on curating a creative space at home could be a great 

introduction for established artist and the community.
Lauren B. Yes. Just breathe! You’re doing amazing. Thank you!
Zoë Charlton I like what Keyonna is saying: virtual space has everything to do with access.  Convos 

about access have to be addressed when we're talking about connecting in the Third 
Space as an option for community

Zoë Charlton ha ha
wowsugi That guilt coming from capitalism
Sharon Fishel KEYONNA- Im working on programs for people that are not
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Keyonna bless up, Sharon! Hit me up! Lets talk!
Helen Frederick Projected imagery
Keyonna dope!
wowsugi Corona is virus, Capitalism is pandemic
candrisse.com I've watch a few artist on youtube who've shared their practice and it helped me frame 

my own.
Liz Matthews I like that Keyonna also said that she is prioritizing.  It sounded like she said that she's 

teaching at home and this is a whole new effort
Jeff I just get tired of setting up an impromptu Zoom space so people don't think I'm a slob.

Zoë Charlton yeah!  Helen, that's cool!
candrisse.com including your studio Keyonna!
Zoë Charlton democratic, maybe, but definitely relational
Renee Sandell Creative approches to teaching and learning are needed.  I'm teaching Visual Fitness 4 

All Workouts (not workshops).  Activate learner engagement and shared voices.

Asma Chaudhary building democratic community space in six foot increments
David Carlson that is good Helen!
Wendy M. Ross Agree, thank you Keyonna....not always doing, but also just being present
Victoria Reis yes - agreed  Zoe - so not just about Luddites, but about access - so,  with Transformer 

we are doing projects via US Postal Service and Phone Call (credit to Ginevra Shay - 
beautiful project she brought to Transformer - 24 artists made phone calls to 220 
people reading poems over the phone

Helen Frederick Walking with artists for perceptual discussions
Jenny Wu Our society tends to associate a person's value with the person's economic value.

Renee Sandell Using Zoom breakouts gives everyone more air time to share ideas and images.

wowsugi me too!
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Mary Early ...I'm a Virgo
Cynthia Connolly totally agree with Claire.  It's about seeing the openings for opportunities.. not to use 

our old framework.. but watching how that framework around us changes and we find 
those openings.

Jeff That's great Victoria.
wowsugi Welcome to club Scorpio!
Cynthia Connolly Hey Virgo!
Helen Frederick Well said all of you!
Jeff Is anyone putting together a show of work by Cancers?
Mary Early :v:
David Carlson right on Claire!
Victoria Reis Keyonna you are doing such great work!
Asma Chaudhary yes, now taking art seriously!
Jamie Yes all art
Renee Sandell Yes!
Sharon Fishel Keyonna- Im doing ArtReach art fliers from the Mclean Project ForThe Arts- that are 

helpful for people - Please email me at
Annie Farrar fantastic!
Renee Sandell Meaning making!
Jen Miller figuring out a new way. finding art everywhere
Annie Farrar This is such a great conversation!
Zoë Charlton :+1::skin-tone-5: Naoko
Keyonna Oh yes! we have plans with ARtreach!
Elizabeth Bracey Yes about taking art seriously.  It's a necessary thing for the soul
Mary Early Exactly Keyonna... just living is art, recognizing that our daily practices help improve our 

space and life
Sharon Fishel Keyonna - Please email me Sfishel@mpaart.org-
Helen Frederick Good idea Sharon!
Jamie @Elizabeth Just as important as water lol
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Asma Chaudhary healthy boundaries
Gail Rebhan Unfortunately, states are cutting arts funding. They are not taking art seriously.

wowsugi :raised_hands:
Jeff Answer: reach out to others and just "how you doing?"
wowsugi Scorpio Sis Keyonna!
Lex Speak Keyonna!!
Jeff Just ask...
Renee Sandell Contact me if you're interested in a community building Zoom workout: "Riding The 

Great Wave & 2020 Pandemic"   renee.sandell@gmail.com
Liz Matthews I think that artists are better at being alone than others. They are comfortable with 

themselves because they spend time in their studios facing the work.

Keyonna Scorpio gang!
Lauren B. Yes - KEEP IT REAL!! 
Zoë Charlton yep!
Barbara Januszkiewicz Art is not a luxury, it is a necessity.
vesela turn to nature....it's waiting for us
Richard L Dana I'm finding that Time is  different during a pandemic. When I find time to create art I 

enter a great space, but it doesn't seem there is enough time during the day to do 
everything I want or need to do. I'm not making much art frankly, but that's OK. as 
Keyonna and Claire suggest

Jenny Walton I have been walking in nature to get out of my 3rd floor apartment
Asma Chaudhary :bee: agreed on creating the buzz
Jen Miller talking a walk is making a comeback. Porch visits.  silver lining...
Keyonna totally okay. sit with yourself - make art in your head. psht
Jeff Richard, I feel the same way. The days go by fast.
Nancy Sausser And children are playing outside creatively in the woods and in the streams. It's very 

inspiring.
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Lex We have to embrace nature during this time.
Keyonna make art with nature!
David Carlson Hey Nancy, come take a walk in our garden.
Josefa Vaughan Windows are everyone's gallery!
Jackie Hoysted grow mushrooms - they are amazing!!
Keyonna chile!
Jeff One of my issues is pivoting from one activity to another. What should I do next? 

Should I read or work, eat or watch TV. So, it's the times in between activities are 
hardest for me.

Jamie I've been been getting back to photo walks
Tim Davis The time we now is great , it a lot of options to work, but really have to to  be in the 

moment and just work! not easy but discipline
wowsugi hell yeah Mushroom solved all human kind problems
Josefa Vaughan Wear a new outfit everyday!
Jen Miller a return to community. knowing your neighborhood. also a silver lining
Zoë Charlton clarity.  nice
Renee Sandell How can artists help with mourning and healing from  the growing death rate?

Josefa Vaughan Rotating clothes  is healthier!
Kebra Yes @keyonna
Tim Davis Ye.. not emotional distancing!
Richard L Dana Exactly, Tim - Be in the moment
Jeff Tim, yes.
Zoë Charlton Artists run spaces in Baltimore are talking about
Judy Landau THere was one on LOng Island this weekend.
wowsugi I dont have a car
maps yes
Elizabeth Bracey great article in NY TImes about this exact idea
Victoria Reis drive by exhibitions happening already!
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Victoria Reis Go for it!
Zoë Charlton like TERRAIN in Oak Park, IL
Josefa Vaughan Treasure hunts! Make stuff to leave for someone to find. Send out maps.
wowsugi I have only electric bike! <3
jules That woah, have me life
Cynthia Connolly I did a drive by art exhibit in the Alley where Victoria Reis lived way before Transformer!!  

Remember Victoria?  Super fun.  In a DC public alley
jules *have
Ruth Altheim Book Box
maps use your creativity to open up to bigger ideas more impact find ways to think beyond 

your norm
candrisse.com Trunk or Treat but with Art instead
Lex That’s a great idea
wowsugi hi Maps!
Victoria Reis Article in the NY Times about drive by exhibitions:
Victoria Reis https://www.nytimes.com/2020/05/11/arts/design/drive-by-art-long-

island.html?campaign_id=9&emc=edit_nn_20200512&instance_id=18408&nl=the-
morning&regi_id=7275161&segment_id=27380&te=1&user_id=117ed8b1e265aec6a3e
39da820224eaa

Cynthia Connolly Little Free LIbrary...  yes, I have found zines in those!  I have left handmade books in 
them!

Asma Chaudhary cool
Cynthia Connolly Love them!
Josefa Vaughan Make supplies kits to drop off with students.
Richard L Dana Wonderful, idea, Claire. Random acts of kindness
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Napoleon Jones-
Henderson

There is and will be a critical essence of what making visual images and sharing them 
will suffer, via the computer screen. Virtual is just that-not real, actually artificial. The 
spiritual and cultural element of communication in real time and ethereal time is 
complicated in this platform. The presence of fragrance, touch (physical as well as 
virtual), taste and  spiritual cannot be experienced via this platform.

Kamila Kokoszynska Keyonna - painting outside during the pandemic time is so helpful
Zoë Charlton Yay!!  we'll help!
Victoria Reis Cynthia Connolly remember the drive by exhibition we did back in 1998 of your icebox 

photos with Lungfish guys playing in the backyard?
Zoë Charlton http://www.robinroseart.com
Barbara Januszkiewicz short vid.

https://vimeo.com/402998692
Calling all my creatives peeps to join in, and let's use our art to lift spirits, connect while 
stayed home, in a positive way.
#Shareyourstirckynoteart. Sticky Notes Art to share on line.

maps drive through art shows
Cynthia Connolly drive in movie theater.. in a parking lot!
Keyonna Super helpful Kamila
maps art galleries can be so stuffy
Jackie Hoysted I think artists are great at coming up with wonderful ideas but need gallerists to help 

them make a living.
Zoë Charlton Hey, that's like TERRAIN projects in Oak Park, IL
Tim Davis nice idea!  art in the lawns
Zoë Charlton this is awesome!
Kanika 3_d cera,ics in 20015
Kamila Kokoszynska I am also looking into auction options to spread good karma and help Covid19 victims 

and hospitals
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Kristine Aono As a teaching artist at Arts on the Block, we've had to pivot to online programming with 
our youth. Our focus is now not on the art product, (we make public art) but on 
emphasis on our community, keeping connected  while being artistically active. It's a 
scary time for our youth. We are trying to keep them engaged and healthy.

Lauren B. Great idea!!!
Kanika on my porch
Zoë Charlton https://terrainexhibitions.org
Kristine Aono I did Terrain in Chicago!
Laura Roulet Yes! Outdoor art tours
Cynthia Connolly flyer your neighborhood!
Cameron Gray Yes, love this groups ideas!
Henry Sienkiewicz, 
President, Arts Club of 
Washington

Thank you for doing this

Renee Sandell great brainstorming
Zoë Charlton me too!  Hey Kristine!
Jacqui Crocetta Way to go Arts On the Block! Love your approach
Jamie Maybe partner with a church to use the parking lots.
wowsugi Thank you!
Jackie Hoysted Art from the Heart Project – by ARTWATCHDC.com

ART FOR HEALTH CARE WORKERS
A thankyou you from DMV artists of 4x6” ORIGINAL art to these heroes
Info at www.artwatchdc.com/call-for-art or contact JackieHoysted@aol.com

Community art project – all volunteer organization.
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Jeff A group of tree people put together an urban nature walk, identifying trees on the 
sidewalk with chalk and arrows pointing to the next tree. This was in SF

Lauren B. Thanks guys!
Elizabeth Bracey Thanks for the energy!
Kanika kanikasircar.com
Cynthia Connolly I did an art auction in SF in 2002 and fliered the neighborhood and it was a success.  

you could do the same on a porch or yard like we discussed!
Judy Landau THanks, Randall  Very Insprining.
Kamila Kokoszynska What a great discussion! Thank you
Cory Oberndorfer Thanks everyone!
Christina @ 3SN THANK YOU ALL!!!
Jenny Wu thanks all
Irfana :+1::skin-tone-4: Thank you
Cynthia Connolly So fun!
Richard L Dana Arts on the Block rocks, Kristine!
Rich Collins thanks
Jamie Thanks !
Josefa Vaughan thanks randall!
Keyonna Great conversation, family!
Shelley Picot Thanks everyone!
Sarah Hardesty Thanks for this.
Jamie This was fun
Annie Farrar So great to see everyone! Also, just seeing Jenny's hi. Hi, Jenny!
Keyonna I'm going to get my libations - I'll brb! - Thank you Third Space Network! This was 

amazing!!
Jeff Thanks everyone!
Kristine Aono Thanks Zoe and Jacqui!
Richard L Dana Christina - The Best!!
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wowsugi Christina! Thanks you!
Christina @ 3SN :pray: !!
Heather Harvey Thanks everyone!
Kanika Thanks,  great to hear that others have similar views and feelings.
Annie Farrar So glad the transcript will stay available!
maps wow Hey !
wowsugi VISARTS!
Cameron Gray Thanks, everyone!
Nancy Sausser Thanks Everyone!
Annie Farrar Thank you to all the sponsors and participants!
Tim Davis Thanks Richard, Susan , Lili and all
shelley lowenstein this town hall has been a lot of fun... wish there was a way to meet all of you
Sue Johnson Thank you everyone! Amazing!
wowsugi Hamiltonian Artist!
Wendy M. Ross Terriric!  Thank U!!
Asma Chaudhary Thank you, everyone!
Tim Doud thanks everyone!
Helen Frederick THANKS EVERYONE!
Jeff Yay Richard!
Lori Carbonneau Thank you Nancy, Richard, Lili et al!
Anne Burton Thanks to all the speakers and organizers.
Renee Sandell Thanks! Great event!
wowsugi Thanks you Annie and Tim Davis!
wowsugi XOXOXOXOX
shelley lowenstein hi richard dana ... joke sender supreme
wowsugi WHAT!!!!!!!!!
Tim Doud Keep in touch with us!!!
Natalie Lorenz-Anderson thanks so much!
Annie Farrar Yes, thank you, Naoko and Tim!
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Annie Farrar So glad to meet you though this!
Liz Eder :grinning: Thanks Randall and all the speakers
Christina @ 3SN #NAME?
Napoleon Jones-
Henderson

Very good conversation and sharing.

Veronica Szalus Thank you to all!
Tim Davis Thanks and Naoko and Anne, good sesions
Tim Davis excellent  ida
Keyonna oh so cute! look at the sign
Susan Main Thank you to everyone for a fantastic conversation.  Love hearing so many voices.

Susan Main I love the idea of talking more about changing studio practices.
Susan Main and community practices!
Helen Frederick Waiting to dance with my cats to your cool drinking music Randall!
Third Space Network Greetings and welcome!
Lori Carbonneau Helen - uypi
Lori Carbonneau Helen- ypi
Christina @ 3SN fresh and clean chat space!
Keyonna I'm still around for a little while! Great convo!
Jeff Drinking a nice Zin. You?
Lori Carbonneau Helen - you're so right!  It's fabulous music!!
Nancy Sausser That sounds great Helen. Dancing cats!
Jamie Loving the music.
Jamie Pretty cool visuals
Jeff Nancy, you, me, Greg, and Susie need to have a Zoom social hour.
Richard L Dana Dancing cats! Grooving artists!
Liz Ashe ooo that's neat!
Arthur Fornari sweet
Third Space Network Welcome to Drinking About Art
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Nancy Sausser Oh Yes Jeff -soon!
Liz Ashe lol... imagine, trying to get my cats to dance. wouldn't go well for me
Tim Davis cool visuals
Jeff I'm drinking a very fruity Matisse.
Barbara Januszkiewicz Dance  to  the  The Nitty Gritty https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P2v8IgJdsm4

Liz Ashe hahaa
Liz Ashe hey Barbara :slightly_smiling_face:
Helen Frederick Red wine here and the light is still out - oh my!
Jeff Love these long days, Helen.
Liz Ashe rose, here. in a glass coffee cup
Helen Frederick Me too Jeff.
Henry Sienkiewicz, 
President, Arts Club of 
Washington

Very fun visuals

Jeff Is it decaf rose, Liz?
Keyonna Oh this is lit!
Liz Ashe hahaha, indeed
Glenn Marcus mind control!
Keyonna lol Decaf Rose - im slow.
Keyonna took me a minute
Richard L Dana I gotta say that that there are two equally great aspects to the two town halls that have 

occurred. One is the the incredible information and ideas that come from the 
roundtables.

Liz Ashe i really don't know how this cup has survived since college...
Jeff This may make me sound like a wine snob, but I think wine tastes better in a thin-lipped 

crystal wine glass.
Keyonna Yeah great ideas.
Wendy M. Ross interesting frequency...
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Liz Ashe when was the first one?
Jeff Loving the visuals and music.
Keyonna lol okay Jeff - with the glass preferences.
shelley lowenstein richard   are you in charge of visuals
Keyonna Sacred Geometry!
Liz Ashe a thin crystal wine glass is definitely amazing
Jeff Yep. Otherwise, it might as well be water. Not that that's bad.
Christina @ 3SN Didnt know we were goin on a trip!
Nancy Sausser The first one was April 14
Jeff Amen Liz
Lori Carbonneau Love the link, Barbara J1
Richard L Dana The other is the chat room - It's as if a tight community is formed instantaneously, full 

of energized and energizing people
Liz Ashe my crystal glasses are strictly whiskey tumblers right now. the cats kill plenty of 

stemware
Third Space Network Audio-visuals courtesy of 3SN coming to you from the underground studio bunker.

Tim Davis Round table discussion art the where the ideas come together!
Helen Frederick Love the chat room Richard.
Glenn Marcus what kind of glass to turn water into wine?
Jeff So, anyone thinking about their art?
Liz Ashe and since my fractured wrist still has a brace on it, i'm keeping everything with a handle 

for my left hand
Jamie I am
Phyllis Hecht @Richard - yes, great conversations and now great music and drinks of course!

Tim Davis Yes we all need this energy to create
Claire Huschle Randall is this your music?
wowsugi totally
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Jeff Jamie, what are you thinking about?
Tim Davis yes , always thinking about my work .. al consuming
Jeff Hey, I know that guy.
Liz Ashe i'm thinking about the  nice things we give each other in hard times. settled on flower 

paintings, atm
Jeff Don't you feel strange when you see crowds in movies?
Christina @ 3SN Lee Scratch Perry is a painter too!
Nancy Sausser I love that this conversation has been so positive, creative and downright sparky.

Richard L Dana We honor you, Phyllis, for suggesting such a possibility!!
Jeff How do I put emojis here using my laptop Mac?
Keyonna definitely trip vibes.
Jeff Had a Zoom Mother's Day with our daughters. Getting input from your kids about 

setting it up was the best part.
Richard L Dana Lee Scratch Perry - One of the Dub Originators!! One love!
Helen Frederick Missing Michael Platt....
Danielle Glosser Jeff - hit the happy face emoji
Wendy M. Ross already wiped out:
Jeff Danielle, where's that?
Barbara Hawthorn This is exactly what I needed! Thanks for  music and visual experience.
Tim Davis hi Helen, Michael Platt all about doing
Danielle Glosser Should be just to the right of where you are typing
Helen Frederick Thinking of the ancestirs
Helen Frederick ancestors
Jeff Oh yeah, I see it. Thx
Christina @ 3SN Kraftwerk!!
Danielle Glosser :+1:
Tim Davis yes.. inspirations..
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Jamie Jeff, I am thinking about exploring a new series involving the outdoors. I am interested 
in architecture and texture within nature. I really want to get back to photography. 
Lately, I have been painting and making jewelry and I want to explore a different medium.

Keyonna :sunglasses:
Jeff Jamie, cool. What about the outdoors are you thinking about?
Helen Frederick Amazing production Randall- appreciate and grateful
Glenn Marcus We dance now
Jeff :+1:
Wendy M. Ross Our future????
Danielle Glosser :dancer:
Richard L Dana Keyonna - What a life force you are!
Jeff On a positive note, don't you think we are living in very interesting times? I do.

Jeff It's HynoDog
Jacqui Crocetta Jamie, here's a call for entry for Washington Sculptor Group's outdoor exhibit: 

http://washingtonsculptors.org/exhibitions/call-for-entries/
Claire Huschle Those dogs!
Nancy Sausser Love this doggie direction
Liz Ashe lol
Jamie Jeff, I want to captures the relationship that exists between shadow and light.

Jeff How can they breathe on the Moon?
Danielle Glosser :purple_heart: :blue_heart: :green_heart: :yellow_heart: :heart:
Shanti Norris Yes to Jeff.  On a positive note, this is a fruitful time and much will come out of this.

Jacqui Crocetta Where are their masks??
Richard L Dana For sure, Jeff.  For better or worse we are experiencing a monumental event in history
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Danielle Glosser Jacqui - LOL!
Jacqui Crocetta Hi D!
Jeff Jamie, I live next to a 500 acre park in Wheaton. Lots of light and dark.
Zoë Charlton Hey, this was fantastic!!  I loved all the panels and the entire chat thread!
Danielle Glosser Gotta hit my next Zoom. Listening to the school principal will certainly not be as fun. 

Thanks to all!!!
Jacqui Crocetta JEFF and JAMIE ... I don't know you, but check out the link I posted a little earlier for 

OUTDOOR exhibit call
Liz Ashe ttfn, Danielle!
Richard L Dana ALRIGHT!! Colorful mutat3.ing viruses
Nancy Sausser Jacqui- is that the WSG Sandy Spring one?
Jamie Jeff, that sounds amazing ! I would love to check out that park.
Jacqui Crocetta Yes, Nancy! http://washingtonsculptors.org/exhibitions/call-for-entries/
Jeff If someone is looking to get outdoors, I'd like to recommend Wheaton Regional Park, 

and especially Brookside Gardens, which is part of the park. Lots of space and so 
amazing to be outside in that space. It will make you happy. Guaranteed.

Nancy Sausser Thanks! That was a great show two years ago.
Jeff The park and gardens are open.
Annie Farrar Thanks! Definitely look into the Sandy Spring show. Should be a good one!
maps yoyo
Jamie Thanks Jeff !
Jacqui Crocetta I love Brookside Gardens and Wheaton Regional... I grew up in that area
maps this is so great
Richard L Dana Yes, Brookside Gardens.  I'm there every weekend!
maps im drink rum and redbull
Jenny Walton Jeff, I have been hitting the Northwest Branch Trail, there are more courteous people 

there and more room to explore
Jacqui Crocetta NANCY... I love Artina!
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Nancy Sausser Go Randall!
Richard L Dana Yo !I'm dancing now Randall
Jamie That's a cute neon sign. I've always wanted to make my own
Kamila Kokoszynska How about an outdoor painting group 6ft social distancing included?
Jamie I like that idea @Kamila
Kamila Kokoszynska I am located in the DMV area
Jamie I am in the DMV to SE
Nancy Sausser The Northwest Branch is amazing. Doesn't feel close to the city, but it is.
Jenny Walton Nancy, it has been my sanity saver
Jeff Jacqui, funny story. I'm from LA originally. But left to go to Michigan State (and to get 

away from home) when I was 18. I had a roommate from Silver Spring. He took me to 
his house for spring break and we went ice skating at Wheaton Regional Park. This was 
1968. If someone told me, you will be living down the block someday, I wouldn't have 
believed them.

Daisy Dukes 1
Jacqui Crocetta I've been thinking about how galleries will reopen. I'm envisioning a more intimate 

viewing experience. Perhaps you use a service like EventBrite to register for a pass for a 
certain hour. Openings will be opening weekends. You choose a time slot in advance. 
Hopefully, galleries can hang in long enough for collectors to get back to buying work. 
Would love to hear other ideas on this.

Kamila Kokoszynska If anyone is interested in group painting outings in the DMV area shoot me an email at 
info@kokoartgallery.com

Richard L Dana Who is this Grandmaster Randall?
Third Space Network Having too much fun in the bunker...
Jackie Hoysted I actually think might be return to brick & mortar galleries - end of art fairs.
Sednah Hey hey yall! I'm Sednah. this is such a dope concept
Jacqui Crocetta That would make me happy, Jackie!
Helen Frederick We can see that Randall - BRAVO!!
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Sednah these videos are amazing
Jamie Well this has been a nice outing. I have to go. Nice chatting with everyone - Have an 

amazing week .
Liz Ashe I agree with you, Jackie
Richard L Dana Hey Sednah!
Nancy Sausser These are good thoughts Jacqui. We in the visual arts will have an easier time than the 

performing arts folks. We will need to embrace the contemplative nature of looking at 
art.

Sednah :blush:
Jackie Hoysted Jacqui - really u can't have been 18 in 1968
Liz Ashe I think art fairs will largely go online. they are just so expensive and environmentally 

detrimental to attend
Tim Davis I can see more places used for galleries, alternative spaces, we need places to be, and 

speak and relate
Jeff When this comes to an end, how much of the good part of this self-quarantine will 

survive? Do you think people will be so eager to get back to their "normal" that they will 
forget these good parts?

Jacqui Crocetta Jackie...whaaat???
Liz Ashe i never expected to give much credit to online exhibitons
Jenny Walton It's interesting how this will also affect the transformed environments of installations 

and experiences such as performance art.
Liz Ashe then i started seeing the development going on with them, largely in Europe
Liz Ashe and find it exciting
Jacqui Crocetta Bravo Randall--great Town Hall and online exhibit... need to head out now. Ciao 

everyone!
Liz Ashe bye Jacqui!
Wendy M. Ross Helen, are your cats still dancing???
Jeff Liz, examples (links)?
Helen Frederick YUP!
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Jacqui Crocetta Bye Liz!
Liz Ashe I'm either going to hire exhibbit.com or Kuntsmatrix
Jackie Hoysted Jacqui - check what u wrote - impossible.
Richard L Dana Hey Tim:
Liz Ashe there's also artsteps.com
Liz Ashe those are my favorite 3 that i've found
Tim Davis Hey Richard , just checked it out, looks like the way to go.. thanks
Helen Frederick You must be loving this Richard!
Richard L Dana Hey Tim - The same  thought I've had - Sadly there will be a lot of closed storefronts, 

but this presents opportunities for exhibitions.
Wendy M. Ross Helen, Bumble (my dear earsweimador) is watching.. head is  going to and  fro...

Jeff Thanks Liz
Tim Davis I know .. I thinking about this too
Zoë Charlton hey, want to share this grant opportunity:
Zoë Charlton https://www.glbmemorialfund.org
Zoë Charlton for DC/MD/VA artists
Richard L Dana I'm grooving Helen!! And, please, an update on the cats
Liz Ashe oo, thanks, Zoe
Helen Frederick Love to Bumble xox
Christina @ 3SN Oh thanks Zoe
Zoë Charlton def check it out, and if you have questions, dm me on IG
maps love these visuals
Helen Frederick Love to Bumble and my cats are meditating now...just staring at me.
Tim Davis Thanks Zoe, I hope we have more people who will give grants to the arts in the future

Jeff Tim, Amen.
Zoë Charlton Tim!  How've you been!!
Jackie Hoysted ok off to cook dinner - ciao
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Jeff I think I had dinner this morning.
Liz Ashe hah
Liz Ashe bye Jackie
Richard L Dana I'm doing lunch in a couple of minutes
Zoë Charlton hey Randall, this was fantastic!  can't wait for the next one!
Jeff I'd just like to say that I just completed an online driving course to get a discount on my 

auto insurance. I discovered there was no final. So, I passed.

Third Space Network Thanks Zoe!!!!
Third Space Network Great to "see" you...
Nancy Sausser Saying bye now. Thanks everyone for coming and making this great. There will be 

another soon!
Tim Davis I been good Zoe .. working like  like a school kid on punishment,
Helen Frederick Bye everyone-it was fabulous.
Zoë Charlton lol, Tim, ha!
Tim Davis Bye Nance
Claire Huschle Love this. Going to keep the video and music on in the background over dinner. Totally 

like a restaurant...perfect!
Tim Davis how about you Zoe
Helen Frederick Thanks to all the organizing stars.
Zoë Charlton by Helen!
Zoë Charlton bye, all, gotta grab some food!  See you next time!
Jeff In case you didn't notice, I've been standing in the corner of this room, just taking in 

this shindig.
Tim Davis see you all at the next one , or before take good care!
Third Space Network Last call at the Drinking About Art Bar!!
Zoë Charlton I've been good, Tim, let's catch up, I'll reach out this week!
Richard L Dana Yeah, I gotta say, Randall,  You've engineered an incredibly wonderful experience. 

Peace, Brother
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Christina @ 3SN Thanks for the visuals and tunes, Randall!! so great
Third Space Network We'll see you all again for more art and conversation and drinking!!
Jeff Bye everyone. Had a good time both in the town meeting and here. Later...
Jeff Randall, thanks!!!!!!!!
Third Space Network Free your Mind and make some art!!!
Liz Ashe goodnight artists!
Annie Farrar Good night!
Third Space Network Bye everyone... nighty night.
Kamila Kokoszynska Thank you Randall! Good night everyone!
Cynthia Connolly Thank you!!!
Anne Marchand Thanks everyone!!


